
 

 

 
Dear ABC  ji: 

                       Welcome back! 

 

 

                       It would be a pleasure for us to be 

able to help you with your query. We have tried to 



address your query at priority along with BONUSEs 

to help you. 

 

 

Your Query: 

“Hello sir, 

 

I am have serious troubles in job and when it 

would be over.  

myTextBox1(additional) value is = 

Pune 8:59 am 

Prashna Numbers  value is = 

5840 

Prashna time 

March 13 2017 9:13 AM 

” 

Your Birth details: 

 

 

January  5th 1970 

6:00 

Delhi 

 

Month of birth 

01 

dob 

5 

year of birth 

1970 

time of birth 

7 

first name 

ABC 



middle name 

 

last name 

XYZ 

minutes of birth 

0 

hour of birth 

6 

place of birth 

Delhi 

country 

India 

myTextBox value is = 

I am facing exceptional problems in my job and 

when would the problems be over  

myTextBox1(additional) value is = 

Prashna Numbers  value is = 

5840 

Month of birth1 

 Your Prashna Horoscope Details: 



 
 

 



 

Scientific Analysis 

i) Your Basic Fortune & Destiny 

ii) What does the prashan chart say about 

obstacles in Job, year 2017 Career and 

freedom from troubles 

 

iii) Remedies for protection. 

 

 

 

i) Your Basic Fortune & Destiny 
 Your may be Honored, intent on their dharma 
 You may also have a tendency to rebel against to 

conventions and also at the same time follow 
conventions 

 You may have writing skill smooth and respected 
 You may need to control on morals and passion- rahu . 

You need to guard on your image .has an aspect here 
so any rash or hasty step should be avoided 

 You may have many friends and be well like. 
 You may have love for  children and be well liked. 

 

Also 
 You would be well liked, successful and stable- but 

vicissitudes due to rahu in life would be there 
 You have good intelligence use it well 
 But you could be too independent minded to be in 

control 
 Interest in occult and astrology etc could be there 
 You would be respected with much comfort and luxury 
 Fire & accidents are something you have to take special 

care of 
 You have good intelligence and inventive mind 
 You are happy and friendly nature 
 Just OK  for marriage 



 Best period in life 38-62 

 

 

ii) What does the prashan chart say about 

debts 

 

Your Concern Related Houses & Lords Analyzed 

Below 

 

The ascendant mars is strong in 1t house indication 

of action (planning and execution) and doing things 

is the key to success now. 

The karmas or career lord is Jupiter in 9th house of 

divine protection  but on a retrogate Jupiter. 

Jupiter also rules 12th house of stress and worry. So 

you can see stress in career is there due to lordship 

of Jupiter of 12th house and being retrogate. 

Rahu in the 5th house is aspecting the lord of career- 

so creating more obstcales and fear in mind. 

Rahu is close to moon in 5th the lord of 4th = home 

and mind. 

So over all panic /stress /obstacles could be there 

due to this. 

 

The lord of status/position venus is strong in 12th, 

with mercury which is debilitated and weak in 12th\ 

and rules 6th. 

Aspect of Jupiter in 6th house of vighna gives 

obstacles to career work. 

 

Saturn is also your lord of 11th the house of income. 

 

 



 

 

Your Concern Related dasha or planetary 

period & sub periods analyzed below 

 

As you can see the major cause of  trouble is 

Jupiter period running below  

As Jupiter is retrogate now and also rules 12th 

house of stress and losses. 

But by May Saturn runs, Saturn is strong in transit 

so would help you regain and overcome your 

obstacles. 

Also Rahu is aspecting closely your ascendant 

degree 10:54 on the 9th house where your career 

lord Saturn sits  and rahu is at 10 degree Leo. 

The problems is peak now and would go down by 

April month slowly as rahu losses degrees. 

And you would be almost stress free by June 

mostly.; which is confirmed by your vimshottari 

dasha  below. 

 

But you may still have some surprises and 

obstacles till 4th of august 2017, after which you 

will be mostly free.  

August would be a time for you to retrategize 

career and life matters. 

 

------------- 

11/ 3/17 

26/ 6/19 

------------- 

KET 00/00/00 

VEN 00/00/00 



SUN 00/00/00 

MON 00/00/00 

MAR 00/00/00 

RAH 00/00/00 

JUP 20/ 5/18 

SAT 29/ 6/19 

 

Special bonus 2017 Career for you 
 This time could promise great gains., but pains as well- 

all is needed well planned effort. In your case the gains 
might be bit reduced due to rahu. But remember every 
problem has an opportunity hidden in it to grow 
yourself .  

 Success would come only with well planned efforts 
 This time the mantra is planning- execution 
 Good chance of improvement in position/managerial 

capabilities 
 A disciplined investment is bound to give returns. 
  Success in heavy machinery and management related 

matters. 
also 

 · Your career would expand and you could expect good 
amount of effort 

 . There could be delays in what you deserve on the 
professional front 

 . Your delivering work in a discipline fashion would 
deliver good results 

 . Expect some coldness or roughness at the office 
environment 

 . Avoid stress due to overwork 
 . Your interests towards philosophy could increase in 

this time 

 

Conclusion 



You have a strong conflict of mercury/rahu and 

Saturn 

Where  rahu= lord of obstacles and delays and 

surprises, which you are facing. Infact you have two 

or double rahu influences in you. So double effect. 

There is an aspect of satrun that is very young now 

in dhanu rashi or Sagittarius and yes Pluto Saturn 

also makes you work hard and creates obstacles. 

 

The placement of Neptune in your kundli or 

horoscope suggest you need to travel or take rest. 

So you need to guard your job well. Suggest you 

need some rest and re strategzing in life. So you 

could take off whenever possible plus please do 

YOGA or surya namakars and shavasana for your 

benefit. 

 

So what you have said in the query is indicated in 

what planets say. 

Not to worry. 

The problems is peak now and would go 

down by April month slowly as rahu looses 

degrees. 

And you would be almost stress free by June 

mostly.; which is confirmed by your 

vimshottari dasha  below. 

 

But you may still have some surprises and 

obstacles till 4th of august 2017, after which 

you will be mostly free.  

August would be a time for you to 

restrategize career and life matters. 

 



 

You will be fine. Chant the vighna hartaa ganesha 

mantra ( OM ganeshaye namaha 108x as many 

times) Plus follow  the remedies below and you will 

be fine. 

 

 

iii) Remedies for protection. 

 
 Serving ones parents 
 Give part of your breakfast to birds 
 Donate for  old and needy – especially lepers 
 Giving away brown colored sweets to birds 

 
Also 

 Chant durga chalisa 
 Durga sapta-shati 
 Shiva chalisa 

Also 
 Serving ones father and old age needy persons 
 Give wheat soaked in 20 gms Gur /jiggery to cow on 

Sundays 
 Do suryanamskaras at sunrise 
 Observe law of the land 

 

 

 

 

 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 


